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your guide to fun, fitness and fundamentals



About the ProgrAm:

Children as young as four years of age are eligible to play Little League, beginning with Tee Ball. 
Little League International has created a new program for Tee Ball-age players (ages 4-6); and 

their parents or guardians, that is specifically designed to provide a foundation and introduction 
to baseball and softball that is grounded in fundamentals, fitness and having fun.

 
 

The new Little League Tee Ball program is a 10-week co-ed plan and resource that features 
structured learning, highlighted by one practice and one game per week. Over the course of the 

season, coaches and parents will engage in a series of lessons utilizing up to 40 activities that 
include skills, drills and plenty of physical activity.

 
 

For generations of Little Leaguers, their first steps between the lines came in Tee Ball. The 
same is true of volunteers entering the Little League program in support of their children. 

Understanding and appreciating the significance of those first steps, Little League International 
set out to develop a program intent on embracing those moments and creating positive, exciting 

and educational experiences for children and adults. 
 
 

For more information on the components of the program, please read the Tee Ball Coach letter 
under the NEW Tee Ball tab.
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Dear tee ball Coach,
 
 Are you ready for the most rewarding season of your life? Little League, along with the Positive 
Coaching Alliance and the Baseball Factory, have developed easy to follow practice plans to help bring fun and 
activity into your Tee Ball practices while teaching the fundamentals!

 The program is designed to have one practice and one game per week. From all our research, we have 
found that parents want practices that have high activity and most of all, FUN. Concentrating on having fun at 
this early age is paramount.   

 Dr. Darrell Burnett, Certified Sports Psychologist specializing in youth sports and member of the Little 
League International Board of Directors, explains:

Since Tee Ball is the ENTRY level of the youth sports process, what kids experiencewill have quite an impact 
on whether they want to continue in youth sports process. The issue is this that we want kids' entry level 
experience to be pleasant. What's pleasant to kids?  Just watch them. FUN and ACTION are the keys. And, even 
in the early stages, if they learn some skills it will add to the fun.
 

the program is separated into four parts.

1. Full Practice plans – provide details to each instructional activity and tie in the baseball or softball skill as 
well as highlight the Positive Coaching Alliance (PCA) tip of the day.

2. Quick Plans – Quick reference guide to each practice plan that can be printed and taken to the field. They 
can be easily folded and stored in a pocket. Also, they can be printed on card stock and attached to a lanyard.
 
3. Activities Guides – Each activity can be downloaded with the quick plan for quick reference either folded or 
printed on card stock and placed on a lanyard.
 
4. SKLZ - Tee Ball "FUN"damental Videos - Collection of videos designed to compliment the weekly 
instructional practice plans.
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Practice Goal: What the kids should know by the end of today!
 
The players should be able to grip a ball correctly, successfully 
attempt an overhand throw and run the bases with guidance.
 
materials and equipment:
 
-wiffleballs (15), bucket for balls (1)
-bases (4)
-cones (20) (Optional)
 
Practice Sequence:
 
1. Gather and welcome players. Review coaches’ names and players’ 
names. Review purpose for being at the field and show enthusiasm 
to start the very first practice. Discuss PCA tip of the week. (3 
minutes)

Positive Coaching Alliance Talking Points for Tee Ball Coaches
 
 Week 1—The Big Three (Have Fun, Try Hard and Be a Good Sport)
 
• There are three big things to work on this season—having fun, 
working hard and being a good sport. If you can do all three, you’ll 
have a great season.
 
• The first part of the Big Three is to have fun. When you enjoy what 
you are doing, you usually do it better. 
 
• The second part of the Big Three is trying hard. Have everyone 
agree to give his or her best effort at every practice and every game.
 
• Finally, you want to be good sports. You want to honor the game 
and treat your opponents and officials with respect even when 
things don’t go the way we’d like them to.
 
• Any one of these three things may seem pretty easy, but when you 
try to do all of them, it can be difficult. For example, it’s easy to have 
fun when you don’t work hard, but we can do both. We’ll learn that 
hard work can be fun.

 
2. Wiffleball Tag: explain the game to players while they are still 
gathered from the welcome. While explaining, demonstrate how 
they will be tagged and how to freeze. Keep the explanation brief, 
players will learn by trying. Have players find a spot to stand in the 
dirt (personal space) and on “go” the players are to run around the 
dirt. Each coach will have a wiffleball in hand and tag players. If a 
player is tagged, they have to freeze. They can unfreeze and run 
again when they are tagged by a teammate. Play until players look 
tired. Repeat the game this time using fair territory. Spread cones 
along the first and third base foul lines (if there are no chalk lines). 
Players must stay within the cones boundaries and in the dirt (grass 
outfield is out of bounds). Repeat game for a third time, as players 
freeze they must freeze like a baseball / softball hitter. Demonstrate 
what a player looks like holding an imaginary bat. (13 minutes)
 
3. Call players to the pitcher’s mound and have them make a circle. 
While kneeling inside of the circle, talk about holding a baseball / 
softball the correct way to make good throws. The coach should 
make sure players understand which hand to use to throw. It will be 
known as their “favorite hand” and is usually the one used to write 
or color. The coach should demonstrate the proper grip on the ball 

with fingers on top and the thumb underneath. The ball should be 
held in the fingers if possible and with the same pressure the players 
hold a tube of toothpaste. They should control the ball but not 
squeeze it. (3 minutes):
 
4. Have each player take a ball and practice the grip while still in the 
circle. Check grips. Next demonstrate throwing overhand. Throw to 
another coach, while emphasizing holding the ball correctly in the 
favorite hand, and throwing overhand. Allow players to pick any spot 
they would like facing a fence. Have players turn around and take 
six giant steps away from the fence and then turn around. Practice 
throwing overhand to the fence. Use throwing cues. The players 
should start with the proper grip that was discussed. They must look 
at their target. It is a good idea to have them say “ready” once they 
have their eyes on their target as a reminder each time to look at 
the target first. The next move is to step directly to their target. The 
ball and hand should move in a circular motion. A good reminder is 
to tell players that when they take the ball out of their glove their 
thumb should go past their thigh and then the ball should continue 
to go up facing the sky – “thumb to thigh, show it to the sky.” They 
should release the ball to the target and let their arm continue to 
move to finish the circular motion. Stressing this follow through will 
prevent them from stopping their arm as soon as they release the 
ball. (7 minutes)
 
5. Stop players and call them back to the coach. Now review stepping 
with the correct foot. Demonstrate the grip, holding the ball in the 
favorite hand and then stepping with the other foot toward the 
target. Demonstrate to players by throwing the ball into the fence. 
Let players try throwing again, circulate and fix feet. While players 
are finishing up, set out the bases in the infield if not done already. 
(5 minutes)
 
BREAK (2 minutes)
 
6. Call players in and collect wiffleballs (if not already done). Ask if 
anyone knows where home plate is? Call on a player and then ask 
that player to run to home plate (if they know). Once they are there, 
ask the other players to follow. Create a line at home plate. Talk 
about the bases being in a giant square (1st, 2nd, 3rd and home).
 
run the bases: starting at home plate, everyone jogs to first, second, 
third and home in a line following the coach calling out the bases as 
they go. On round 2, start the line at home plate, on “go” the first 
player runs to first and stays on first. On the next “go”, the player on 
first advances to second and the new runner goes to first. Repeat 
with all players running and all advancing until each player scores at 
home plate. Optional to have a coach on the field with a ball in hand, 
stressing that the base means SAFE and if they are off the base they 
could be tagged OUT. One coach needs to be at home plate letting 
players leave and keeping them aware (encouraging teammates), 
while another coach is in the field directing. (8 minutes)
 
7. Gather players and have them give another player a high five. Talk 
about what they learned today and how it will help them be great 
Tee Ball players. Give the PCA tip of the week. Remind the parents of 
the next event. (4 minutes)
 

Dismiss

Tee Ball Full Practice Plan Week 1
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Practice Goal: What the kids should know by the end of today!
 
The players should be able to throw overhand, stepping with 
opposite foot and swing a bat unassisted.
 
materials and equipment:
 
-wiffleballs (15), bucket for balls (1)
-tee, or large traffic cone (1)
-hula hoops (3 or 4), weave 3 to 4 large circles of ribbon into the 
fence
-string or zip ties (3 or 4)
-cones (5)
-bat (1)
 
Practice Sequence:
 
1. Gather and welcome players. Review coaches’ names and players’ 
names. Review purpose for being at the field and show enthusiasm 
to start the practice. Verbally review the cues for throwing and have 
players raise their throwing hand and touch their stepping foot with 
that hand. Discuss the PCA tip of the week. (3 minutes)

Positive Coaching Alliance Talking Points for Tee Ball Coaches
 
Week 2—Rebounding from Mistakes (Mistake Ritual)
 
• All athletes, even great ones, make mistakes, but great athletes 
know how to bounce back from mistakes.
 
• On your team it should be okay to make a mistake.  If your players 
fear mistakes, they won’t try their hardest. Tell them to remember to 
just keep hustling and working hard, no matter what!
 
• Use a Mistake Ritual to help your athletes focus on the most 
important play—the next play. When someone on your team makes 
a mistake, they can Flush it down the toilet by making a flushing 
motion with their hand. 
 
• Also, tell that person, “That’s okay. flush it! Get ready for the next play.”

 
2. Statues: explain the game to players while they are still gathered 
from the welcome. While explaining, demonstrate how they will 
be tagged and how to freeze like a statue. Keep explanation brief 
as players will learn by trying. Have players find a spot to stand in 
the dirt (personal space) and on “go” players run anywhere in the 
infield. When the coach says, “freeze like _______,” they must freeze 
like a statue of whatever the coach calls out. The coach then says, 
“go,” and the players run again. Things to call out: like your favorite 
superhero, like an animal, like a race car driver, like you are throwing 
a ball, like you just hit a homerun… Repeat. This time play that the 
coach tags the players. They freeze like a _____, whatever the coach 
calls. While a coach and players are playing, hang 3 to 4 hula hoops at 
player-throwing height on the fence. Space them about 10 feet apart.
 
3. Call players to the pitcher’s mound and have them make a circle. 
While kneeling inside of the circle, review how to hold a ball the 
correct way to make good throws. Have a player demonstrate 
what they remember, use a few balls to circulate and take turns 
throughout the group. Use cues. The players should start with the 
proper grip- fingers on top with thumb underneath. Grip pressure 
should be like holding a tube of toothpaste. They must look at their 

target. It is a good idea to have them say “ready” once they have 
their eyes on their target as a reminder each time to look at the 
target first. The next move is to step directly to their target. The 
ball and hand should move in a circular motion. A good reminder is 
to tell players that when they take the ball out of their glove their 
thumb should go past their thigh and then the ball should continue 
to go up facing the sky – “thumb to thigh, show it to the sky.” They 
should release the ball to the target and let their arm continue to 
move to finish the circular motion. Stressing this follow through will 
prevent them from stopping their arm as soon as they release the 
ball. (4 minutes)
 
4.  Stop players and call back to the coach. Have each player drop 
their wiffleball in the bucket and give another teammate a high five.
 
BREAK (3 minutes)

5. Call players in and have them sit in the grass. Talk about swinging 
a bat. Before teaching, discuss safety rules. They must always keep 
two hands on the bat, never throw it and stay in their spots so that 
there are no accidents. Demonstrate a swing using cues. (Which is 
your favorite hand/your throwing hand? That hand goes on top, the 
other below, bend knees, stand “sideways”, eyes on the ball.) Stress 
that the bat should be held in the fingers and pads of fingers – not 
in their palms. Have them put their index finger of one hand into 
the palm of their other hand. They should close the hand over the 
finger as tight as possible. Once the hand is closed, have the players 
try to get their index finger out. Do this again with the index finger 
being placed where the fingers meet the hand the second time. 
Again have them grip down hard and try to take their finger out of 
their hand. It should be much more difficult to free their finger the 
second time. This should demonstrate to the players that using the 
fingers is a stronger grip than using the palms. Once they have a 
proper grip, have players spread their feet slightly wider than their 
shoulders in an athletic position with knees slightly flexed. Their 
feet and shoulders should be in line with the pitcher’s mound. Have 
them take a swing trying to have the bat stay level to the ground. 
Encourage them to swing hard while staying balanced. Remind the 
players that they must watch the ball that they are hitting the whole 
time. They should follow through by finishing with their hands up 
near their lead shoulder and the laces on their back shoe should be 
facing the pitcher’s mound.
 
6. Gather players and have them give another player a high five. Talk 
about what they learned today and how it will help them be great 
Tee Ball players. Give the PCA tip of the week. Remind the parents of 
the next event. (4 minutes)
 

Dismiss

Tee Ball Full Practice Plan Week 2
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Practice Goal: What the kids should know by the end of today!
 
The players should be able to identify positions (if not the actual 
position, the idea of being responsible for an area), successfully run 
to first base after a hit/swing, and attempt catching with two hands.
 
materials and equipment:
 
-wiffleballs (15), bucket for balls (1)
-tees, or large traffic cones (1)
-bases (4)
-players’ gloves
-cones (3)
-bats (1)
 
Practice Sequence:
 
1. Gather and welcome players. Review coaches’ names and players’ 
names. Review purpose for being at the field and show enthusiasm 
to start the practice. Verbally review the stance for hitting and the 
cues/rules. Discuss the PCA tip of the week. (3 minutes)

Positive Coaching Alliance Talking Points for Tee Ball Coaches
 
 Week 3—Filling Emotional Tanks (Winners’ Circle)
 
• To be the best team you can be, have your athletes help each other 
get better. One way to do that is to have them fill their teammates’ 
Emotional Tanks.
 
• The Emotional Tank is like a car’s gas tank. When it’s empty, you 
can’t go far, but when it’s full you can go almost anywhere. Teams 
with full Emotional Tanks usually do better than teams whose tanks 
are drained.
 
• Your athletes can fill each other’s Emotional Tanks by noticing
people who help them or the team and thanking them for it.
 
• They can also fill Emotional Tanks by cheering for their teammates,
 giving them high-fives, smiling at them and telling them that they 
are glad they are on the team.
 
• To fill each other’s Emotional Tanks, you can get into a
“Winners’ Circle” after each game and give your athletes the chance
 to tell their teammates the good things they did during the game.

 
2. Left Field, Center Field, Right Field: take players into the outfield 
to explain/demonstrate the game. Have a cone set in right, center 
and left field. All players stand in left field. When the coach yells, 
“center field,” the players have to run to that cone trying not to be 
last. When the instructor yells, “left field,” they have to go back. 
The instructor can call out either field while the players are on their 
way and they must change direction to go back. Repeat using center 
field and right field. Try to “trick” the players by calling the position 
quickly (agility). (5 minutes)
 
3. Call players to coach to discuss the positions that they were 
running to and that it makes up the “outfield”. Next we are going to 
learn about the “infield.” Walk players to the dirt. (2 minutes)
 
4. Position Fitness: players follow along with coach during the 
activity. Go around the field beginning at the catcher position, 

announce what position it is, have the players repeat and then 
do squats (exercise that tries to coordinate with position). Run 
to the pitcher’s mound and do arm circles, run to 1B and do high 
and low reaches, run to 2B and do windmills, run to SS and do fast 
feet (running in place) and run to 3B and do pushups. Repeat. (10 
minutes)
 
BREAK (3 minutes)

5. Call players in and have them sit in the grass. Review swinging a 
bat. Before reviewing, discuss safety rules again. They must always 
keep two hands on the bat, never throw it and stay in their spots so 
there are no accidents. Have all players stand up and practice a few 
dry swings using cues. Explain the next game after the players take 
their dry swings. Review the proper grip on the bat. Talk about how 
tight they should hold the bat. They should act like they are holding 
a small bird in their hands. They need to hold it tight enough that it 
won’t fly away, but they can’t hold it so tight that they hurt it. Have 
players spread their feet slightly wider than their shoulders in an 
athletic position with knees slightly flexed. Their feet and shoulders 
should be in line with the pitcher’s mound. Have them take a swing 
trying to keep the bat level to the ground. Encourage them to swing 
hard while staying balanced. Remind the players that they must 
watch the ball they are hitting the whole time. They should follow 
through by finishing with their hands up near their lead shoulder and 
the laces on their back shoe should be facing the pitcher’s mound. 
(12 minutes)
 
6. Have players find a friend. Have the players stand so that their 
noses are facing each other. Each player takes 4 giant steps back. 
Give each pair a wiffleball to practice throwing. Discuss catching with 
two hands, watching the ball the whole way and cradling it in softly. 
*Make sure to use wiffleballs, the first time players are catching and 
to stress using two hands. Have the player without the ball get into 
an athletic position square to their partner. When the player looks at 
the ball being held by the other partner he/she says “ready.” Upon 
hearing this, the ball is tossed in an underhand motion. Each player 
making the catch, must watch the ball from release and through 
the air. Stress watching the ball all the way into the hands using 
both hands to secure the ball. Players should be encouraged to give 
slightly with the ball to promote soft hands. Eyes on the ball and the 
success of the catch is what we are striving for in this segment.
(6 minutes)
 
7. Gather players and give them tell another player a high five. Talk 
about what they learned today, how it will help them be great Tee 
Ball players and the PCA tip of the week. Remind the parents of the 
next event. (4 minutes)
 

Dismiss

Tee Ball Full Practice Plan Week 3
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Practice Goal: What the kids should know by the end of today!
 
The players should be able to use two hands to catch.
 
materials and equipment:
 
-wiffleballs (15), bucket for balls (1)
-tennis balls (15), bucket for balls (1)
-tees, or large traffic cones (3 or 4)
-players’ gloves
-bases (4)
-cones (10)
-bats (3 or 4)
 
Practice Sequence:
 
1. Gather and welcome players. Verbally review the positions that 
were learned last practice and discuss the PCA tip of the week. (3 
minutes)

Positive Coaching Alliance Talking Points for Tee Ball Coaches
 
 Week 4—Honoring the Game (ROOTS)
 
• To help your athletes remember to be good sports and Honor
the Game even when you lose, you can use the word ROOTS.
 
• The R in ROOTS is respect for the rules, even if you think we
can get away with breaking them.
 
• O is for Opponents. You always treat your opponents the way
you want be treated.
 
• The second O is Officials. You respect officials even if you
disagree with some of their calls.
 
• T is for Teammates. You support them and don’t do anything
that will embarrass them.
 
• S is for Self. Honoring the Game should be a standard for your
athletes, not just to make you happy.
 
• If you win by dishonoring the game, you can’t be proud of that
win. And the reverse is true. If you Honor the Game and you lose,
you can still feel good, even though you are disappointed that you lost.
 
2. Set up a large square playing area, divided in half using cones.
 Clean up the Backyard: divide the players into two teams, sending 
one team to half of the playing area and the other half to the 
opposite area. Spread out wiffleballs and tennis balls all over the 
entire playing area. On “go”, the players must stay on their side, pick 
up the balls one at a time and throw them into the other team’s 
side or “backyard.” Players from both sides are doing this until time 
is called (play for a minute or two, whatever seems appropriate for 
players). The teams then collect all of the balls in their “backyard” 
and count them. The team with the least amount of balls in their 
area or the cleaner backyard is the winner. Repeat. (10 minutes)
 
3. Have players help clean up the game at the conclusion.
 
4. Have players line up behind a cone (about 3 or 4 lines). Talk about 
taking turns to “field” balls or collect balls. Demonstrate using two 
hands to “scoop up” a ball. Coaches stand across from a line and 

roll the first player a tennis ball. After they scoop up the ball, they 
throw it back to the coach. Then give the next player a turn. Repeat 
until players seem to grasp fielding (not collapsing, but bending their 
knees and picking up the ball quickly). Use cues. (5 minutes)
a. Athletic position, feet shoulder width apart and knees bent
b. Glove out and in front
c. Use two hands like an alligator
d. Field in the center of the body
 
5. Send players to positions in the infield. May set out cones to mark 
positions so players know where to stand. Talk about taking turns 
and that at practice we can take turns at each position, but in a game 
one person will be in charge of that area. Have one coach at home 
plate rolling tennis balls to players and another coach stands at the 
pitcher’s mound. Players throw the ball to the coach at the pitcher’s 
mound. (10 minutes)
 
6. [Option – call in half of the players to line up beside home plate. 
The other players stay in their position. On “go,” the coach should 
roll the ball to a player who must pick it up and throw it to the coach 
at the pitcher’s mound. Also on the same “go,” a runner starts to run 
to first base. If the runner beats the throw to the coach, they are 
safe. If they do not, they are out. Continue with runners.]
 
BREAK (3 minutes)

run the bases: starting at home plate everyone jogs to first, second, 
third and home in a line following the coach calling out the bases as 
they go. On round 2, start the line at home plate, on “go” the first 
player runs to first and stays on first. On the next “go”, the player on 
first advances to second and the new runner goes to first. Repeat 
with all players running and all advancing until each player scores at 
home plate. Optional to have a coach on the field with a ball in hand, 
stressing that the base means SAFE and if they are off the base they 
could be tagged OUT. One coach needs to be at home plate letting 
players leave and keeping them aware (encouraging teammates), 
while another coach is in the field directing. (8 minutes)
 
7. Tee Hitting: break the players into 3 or 4 groups. Have them stand 
behind a tee and take turns swinging. A coach should be at each tee 
helping the players with the cues. Make sure the tee is in front of the 
player so they can hit the ball out in front. Players should start with 
a half swing to see where they will make contact with the bat before 
swinging hard. Have all players attempt to make contact with the 
barrel of the bat. (12 minutes)
a. Bat in fingertips with a loose grip
b. Feet spread shoulder width apart and in an athletic position
c. Head looking at pitcher with both eyes
d. Level swing through the ball
e. Follow through with both upper and lower body

8. Gather players and have them shake another player’s hand. Talk 
about what they learned today, how it will help them be great tee 
ball players and the PCA tip of the week. Remind the parents of the 
next event. (4 minutes)

 

Dismiss

Tee Ball Full Practice Plan Week 4
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Practice Goal: What the kids should know by the end of today!
 
The players should be able to stay in their position to field the ball 
and throw it to the correct coach/player to attempt an “out”.
 
materials and equipment:
 
-wiffleballs (15), bucket for balls (1)
-tennis balls (15), bucket for balls (1)
-players’ gloves
-bases (4)
-cones (10) - (or anything that can act as a barrier)
-tee, or large traffic cone (3 or 4)
-bats (3 or 4)
 
Practice Sequence:
 
1. Gather and welcome players. Briefly review the correct way to 
field a ground ball, have a player demonstrate and discuss the PCA 
tip of the week. (3 minutes)

Positive Coaching Alliance Talking Points for Tee Ball Coaches
 
 Week 5—Trying Hard (DIMITT)
 
• In order to get good at anything, you need to give your best
efforts at every practice and in every game.
 
• Many people think that talent is the most important thing in
being good at a sport (or anything else in life). They think that either
you are good at something or you aren’t, but really any of us can get
better if we work hard and have determination to improve.
 
• That’s why we say “Determination Is More Important Than Talent.”
To help you remember, take the first letter of each word in that 
sentence and it spells DIMITT.
 
• Remember DIMITT and have your athletes use it whenever things
seem to be getting hard.  We are going to have days when things 
comeeasily and days when it seems really hard. Let’s remember 
DIMITT when things get hard.

 
2. red Light, green Light: explain game to players and have them 
line up on the foul line or on a mock line in between two cones. A 
coach stands a distance across from the players. When the coach 
yells, “green light,” they run, and when the coach yells, “red light,” 
they must stop as quickly as they can. Repeat until the players 
arrive at the coach. The first player is the “winner” of that round. 
Turn players around and repeat game back to the starting point. (6 
minutes)
 
3. Have players get their gloves and find a personal space. Give each    
player a tennis ball. Have each player “challenge” himself or herself 
and toss the tennis ball (not too high) into the air and squeeze it in 
their glove. Stress watching the ball the whole time and covering the 
ball with the bare hand after the ball hits the glove. When players 
have practiced for a few minutes, ask them to see how many catches 
they can make in a row. (4 minutes)
 
4. Have players gather and return tennis balls to bucket.
 

5. Offense and Defense: spread the players out in the field. Put a 
bucket on first base, second base and third base. Designate one 
player the rest of the team must get the ball to (by throwing to them 
or running to them). That player is then responsible to put the ball 
in a bucket to make an out. The coach stands at home plate and rolls 
balls into the field to each position, one at a time. Players then must 
stay in position and get the ball to the designated person to place in 
the bucket for an out. Switch the player who is placing the ball in the 
bucket. (8 minutes)

Progression 2: players MUST throw to the designated player. 
Designated player must place the ball in the specified bucket. (8 
minutes)
 
BREAK (2 minutes)

Progression 3: separate players into two groups. Send half out into 
the field behind a line of cones and the other half to home plate. The 
players in the field must stay behind this line during the game. There 
is also a bucket out in the field behind the cones. At home plate, 
have three or four tees (depending on number of players) set out 
apart from each other. Evenly send the players at home plate to the 
tees. On “go,” the players at each tee take turns hitting the ball into 
the field (3 or 4 balls are being hit at once). The players in the field 
must collect the balls and put them into the bucket. Players at home 
plate rotate continuously (quickly) and take turns. Play for a specified 
time (4-5 minutes) then switch sides. (12 minutes)
 
6. Gather players and have them shake another player’s hand. Talk 
about what they learned today and the PCA tip of the week. Remind 
the parents of the next event. (2 minutes)
 

Dismiss

Tee Ball Full Practice Plan Week 5
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Practice Goal: What the kids should know by the end of today!
 
The players will be able to call for the ball before they catch it or field 
it. They will be able to recognize a team effort by encouraging and 
being attentive to others’ actions on the field.
 
materials and equipment:
 
-wiffleballs (15), bucket for balls (1)
-tennis balls (15), bucket for balls (1)
-tee balls (15), bucket for balls (1)
-players’ gloves
-bases (4)
-cones (16), (or anything that can act as a barrier)
-tee, or large traffic cone (3 or 4)
-bats (3 or 4)
 
Practice Sequence:
 
1. Gather and welcome players. Talk about what the players liked 
most about the last game, what they had the most fun doing and the 
PCA tip of the week. (3 minutes)

Positive Coaching Alliance Talking Points for Tee Ball Coaches
 
 Week 6—Teachable Spirit (WAG)
 
• You want your athletes to learn and get better every week this 
season. That means they need to have a Teachable Spirit.
 
• People often stop learning because while they are learning
something new, and they are not yet good at it, they don’t want 
to look foolish. But the really foolish person is the one who stops 
learning.
 
• When it’s time for your team to learn, you can WAG! The
letters W-A-G help us remember how to learn.
 
• W is for Watch. Your athletes can learn a lot just by watching
someone do something that they want to know how to do. 
 
• A is for Ask. Many people don’t ask questions because they think
it makes them look silly. But the opposite is true. It’s smart to ask
questions!
 
• G is for Get coaching. Your athletes can get a coach to help
them learn what they want to learn.

 
2. Zigzagging: set out 4 lines of cones for lines of players to stand 
behind and zigzag through. Separate players into four groups behind 
each line of cones. On “go,” the first player from each group runs 
and zigzags through the cones. When they get to the end, they circle 
around the last cone,  zigzag back and tag the next player’s hand. The 
next player goes. Repeat until each player takes a turn. (5 minutes)
 
3. Tee Hitting: break the players into 3 or 4 groups. Have them stand 
behind a tee and take turns swinging. A coach should be at each tee 
helping the players with the cues. Make sure the tee is in front of the 
player so they can hit the ball out in front. Players should start with 
a half swing to see where they will make contact with the bat before 
swinging hard. Have all players attempt to make contact with the 
barrel of the bat. Continue to reinforce the proper hitting mechanics. 

Review the proper grip on the bat. Talk about how tight they should 
hold the bat. Have players spread their feet slightly wider than their 
shoulders in an athletic position with knees slightly flexed. Their feet 
and shoulders should be in line with the pitcher’s mound. Have them 
take a swing trying keep the bat level to the ground. Encourage them 
to swing hard while staying balanced. Remind the players that they 
should watch the ball the whole time. They should follow through by 
finishing with their hands near their lead shoulder and the laces on 
their back shoe should be facing the pitcher’s mound. (12 minutes)

BREAK (2 minutes)

 4. Pop-ups: separate players into groups for fly balls. Each coach 
should take a group and begin with a small tosses to each player (like 
pepper - players are not in a line, but spread out in a semi-circle). 
The coach should call the player’s name (whoever is being tossed 
to) and that player then calls the ball. After a few tosses to each 
player, have the players back up a few steps and the coach should 
now make higher tosses. After a few rounds, then progress to one 
player catching as many as they can in a row. When they are through 
(if they catch 1 or 10), the other players in that group do as many 
jumping jacks as that player caught and then say, “Good Job”. (i.e. 
– Johnny is up and catches 4 fly balls in a row before he drops one. 
The other players in the group then do four jumping jacks for the 
fly balls he caught and then chant, “Good Job, Johnny.”) Use cues. 
Catching is perhaps the most difficult skill for these young players to 
learn. Begin with no glove and allow players to catch a wiffleball in a 
“basket catch” method with fingers facing the coach. Gradually move 
to catching the wiffleball above the head with the fingers up. Once 
the player has a comfort level with catching the wiffleball, graduate 
to a tennis ball and have players put on their gloves. Begin with the 
basket catch and move to the proper technique of catching the ball 
with fingers up and thumbs together. Stress two hands by having 
players cover the ball with their bare hand each time it goes into the 
glove. (10 minutes)
 
5. Run the Bases Relay: review running the bases. Create two teams. 
Each team lines up behind a specified base (i.e. second base and 
home plate) and use a cone to have them stand behind (about 3 feet 
behind) the base.  On “go,” the first player of each team begins to 
run the bases with a wiffleball in hand (like a baton), tagging each 
base and returns to the base where they started. When they get 
back, they hand the wiffleball to the next player and go sit down at 
the end of the line. The next player begins to run the bases when 
they get the ball and it repeats through the line. The first team done 
wins. Repeat. (8 minutes)
 

 
6. Gather players and have them tell another teammate one thing 
that they are going to try to do well in the next game and discuss 
the PCA tip of the week. Remind the parents of the next event. (2 
minutes)
 

 Dismiss
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Practice Goal: What the kids should know by the end of today!
 
The players should be able to hit the bucket at least one time. 
Throwing accuracy should be improved.
 
materials and equipment:
 
-tee balls (15), bucket for balls (1)
-wiffleballs (15), bucket for balls (1)
-players’ gloves
-bases (4)
-bat (1)
-tee or large traffic cone (3 or 4)
 
Practice Sequence:
 
1. Gather and welcome players. Talk about the goal of today’s 
practice, what twill learn, and the PCA tip of the week. (3 minutes)
Positive Coaching Alliance Talking Points for Tee Ball Coaches

Positive Coaching Alliance Talking Points for Tee Ball Coaches
 
 Week 7—Emotional Tank (Magic Ratio & Buddy System)
 
• We talked a few weeks ago about making teammates better by
filling their Emotional Tanks. Remember that praise fills tanks along
with things like smiles and high-fives. Non-verbal tank-fillers are 
powerful.
 
• People do best when they get five tank-fillers for every criticism. 
 We call 5-to-1 the “Magic Ratio” because with full tanks, people 
sometimes can do magical things.
 
• Try using the “Buddy System” to help your team fill tanks. Pair your 
athletes up with someone as their buddy for a drill. They can have
a different buddy each time so everyone has paired up with 
everyone else during the season.
 
• They should do the drill as well as they can and watch their
buddy do the drill.  After the drill is complete, each player should 
give their buddy hi-fives and tell them they did a good job!

 
2. The Great Baseball: Split the players into four groups and send 
each group to a side of the field (between home and first, between 
first and second, between second and third, between third and 
home). Name each side, examples: “The Baseballs,” “The Bats,” “The 
Gloves,” “The Bases.” Coaches stand in the middle of the square. 
When the coach calls a specific group they have to try and make it to 
the other side of the square without getting tagged by the coaches. 
If they get tagged they must sit down at that spot. They can now tag 
players as well from the seated position. Repeat. (8 minutes)
 
3. hit the bucket: Have players create a giant circle. Inside the circle, 
place a bucket. Each player should have a wiffleball. Go around the 
circle and have each player take a turn to throw their ball at the 
bucket. If someone hits the bucket, it is an out for the whole group. 
If a player tosses their ball inside the bucket, it counts as three outs.  
Once the whole team collectively makes 3 outs, everyone wins! If 
three outs are recorded before everyone has a chance to throw, just 
see how many outs the whole group can make in a specified time. 
Once everyone throws for two or three turns call a time-out and 
have everyone collect their balls and repeat. (8 minutes)

 BREAK (2 minutes)

4. Inning Practice: Divide the players in half and work on a game 
inning. Work on transitions, skills and knowledge that players have 
shown to lack in games. Examples include running to the correct 
bases, staying in position, fielding by bending knees, moving toward 
the ball and over hand throws. (20 minutes)
 
5. Gather players and review what was learned in inning practice. 
Have the players do a team huddle chant (name of team, or 
“teamwork”, or “tee ball”) and discuss the PCA tip of the week. 
Remind the parents of the next event. (2 minutes)
 

Dismiss
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Practice Goal: What the kids should know by the end of today!
 
The players should be able to throw and catch with a partner 
successfully (a few consecutive times).
 
materials and equipment:
 
-tee balls (15), bucket for balls (1)
-players’ gloves
-bases (4)
-bat (1)
-tee or large traffic cone (1)
-cone (1)
-volleyball (1)
-beach ball (2)
-net or fence to hit into (1)
 
Practice Sequence:
 
1. Gather and welcome players. Talk about how much they have 
progressed and how much more there is to learn and fun to be had. 
Discuss the PCA tip of the week. (3 minutes)
Positive Coaching Alliance Talking Points for Tee Ball Coaches

Positive Coaching Alliance Talking Points for Tee Ball Coaches
 
Week 8—Mastery—Competing with Yourself
 
• Learning to compete is an important part of being an athlete,
and the biggest competition is with ourselves.
 
• Too often we compare ourselves to other people. If they can do
more things or do them better than we can we may get discouraged.
Instead, we should focus on what we can do now that we couldn’t do
before, so that your athletes can say, “I am better now than I was a
few weeks ago.”
 
• When your athletes compare themselves now to how they used
to be, they’ll be encouraged.  If they have worked hard, then they 
have probably improved and they are winning the competition with
themselves.

 
2. Follow the Leader: Have players stand on the first baseline. Have 
the coach go to one end and all players turn to face the coach. The 
coach then does different movements around the field and the 
players must follow the leader. Examples: skipping, running, walking, 
zigzagging. Could also be played with players scattered around the 
infield and the players have to “copycat” the coach. Coach tip-toes in 
place, marches in place, runs in place, touches knees, ears, shoulders 
(etc.), hops in place (one foot), jumps in place (two feet). Repeat 
with a player being the leader as many times as desired. (6 minutes)
 
3. Break players into two groups. Send one group to a hitting station 
(game), and send one to a throwing station (game). Each station 
proctored by a coach. Players switch stations after 10 minutes.
 
4. Station 1: Throwing: Start off paring the players up with partners 
to play catch. Remind them of important cues of throwing. After 
playing catch, spread the players out behind the outfield foul line. 
Set a cone about 5 feet away. Have players try to throw past it (they 
all will) at the same time. They should retrieve their balls and go 
back to the line. Move the cone 5 feet further. Have the players try 

to throw past the cone and then go retrieve their balls. Continue 
moving the cone back. Work on throwing for distance. When the 
players retrieve their balls, the coach should say “ready go” so that 
the players are sprinting to get their ball and returning to the foul 
line. (10 minutes)
 
5. Station 2: Hitting: Have players find a personal space with a bat, 
and practice swings. Coach should stand in front of players so they 
can practice a stance and a full swing. Next have players line up 
behind the tee. Players will swing at a volleyball that is placed on the 
tee. They are to follow through with a tough swing. Go through the 
line as many times as possible. (10 minutes)
 
BREAK (4 minutes)
 
6. Bring players back to their last practice station.
 
Beach Volleyball Circle: In each group make a circle. Coach starts off 
hitting (bumping) the volleyball to another player, who should try to 
hit it up in the air and keep it in the circle. Other players try to hit it 
to keep it up. Encourage calling for the ball and watching the ball hit 
the players’ hands. (8 minutes)
 
7. Gather players and review what was learned at practice and 
the PCA tip of the week. Remind the parents of the next event. (4 
minutes)
 

Dismiss
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Practice Goal: What the kids should know by the end of today!
 
The players should be able to stay on task the entire game style 
practice (following rules and attention to other players).
 
materials and equipment:
 
-tee balls (15), bucket for balls (1)
-players’ gloves
-bases (4)
-bat (1)
-tee or large traffic cone (1)
-cones (8)
 
Practice Sequence:
 
1. Gather and welcome players. Discuss the upcoming season, group 
picnic event and how exciting it will be to see how much all of the 
players have learned. Discuss the PCA tip of the week. (3 minutes)
Positive Coaching Alliance Talking Points for Tee Ball Coaches

Positive Coaching Alliance Talking Points for Tee Ball Coaches
 
 Week 9— Post-Game Ritual  (Honoring the Game)
 
• This week, and for the rest of the season, have your team be the
best sports they can be and Honor the Game by treating their 
opponents
with respect.
 
• Whether you win or lose, have each person seek out each player 
on the other team, look them in the eye, shake hands and thank 
them for competing.
 
• You can make this a ritual after every game. After a loss, 
congratulate the other team. This may not come easy for the players 
and they may really have to work on this area.

 
2. races: Create two lines of players side-by-side. Make sure players 
stay in their “lane” (demonstrate). On, “go” the first two players race 
to the coach and then walk back to the end. Repeat quickly calling 
out go for the next two players. Don’t focus on winning, just racing. 
Repeat. Set up obstacles such as a few cones that the players must 
zigzag around for the next “race”. For the next race, set up a cone 
they must run to and do 5 of an exercise they know (from position 
fitness -- squats, jumping jacks…) dictated by coach. For the next 
race, set up 3 cones (spread out) that the players must jump over. 
For the next race, place a tee ball at the end point that each player 
must run to and throw (racing direction) as far as they can (will clean 
up after all races). For the next race, have players skip. For the next 
race, have players slide sideways. (12 minutes)
 
3. Show and Tell: Gather players in a circle and have a tee, a bat, tee 
balls, players’ gloves and a base path available. Go around the circle 
asking one player at a time what they like doing best or what they 
think they do well. Have each player demonstrate their chosen skill 
to the group. (10 minutes)

BREAK (2 minutes)
 

4. Break players into two groups. Send one group to a base running 
station (game), and send one to a fielding station (game). Each 
station should be overseen by a coach. Players switch stations after 
8 minutes.
 
Station 1: Base Running: Have the players run around the bases one 
at a time calling out the bases as they go. Have the players run one 
base at a time only advancing because of the runner behind them. 
Practice running through first base ONLY, and then returning to stand 
on first base. (8 minutes)
 
Station 2: Pop-ups and Ground Balls: Separate players into mock 
positions in the outfield. Throw the players various types of balls to 
field (ground or fly). Have them throw back to the coach. (8 minutes)

5. Gather players and review what was learned this season and 
discuss the PCA tip of the week. Remind the parents of the next 
event. (2 minutes)
 

Dismiss
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Practice Goal: What the kids should know by the end of today!
 
(For this practice, take a look at previous practice plans and pick 
which activities the players liked the most.  Remember to keep 
the Fun, Fitness and  Fundamentals in mind as you build out your 
practice!)
 

 Practice Sequence:
 
1. Gather and welcome players. Review coaches’ names and players’ 
names. Review purpose for being at the field and show enthusiasm 
to start the very first practice. Discuss PCA tip of the week. (3 
minutes)

Positive Coaching Alliance Talking Points for Tee Ball Coaches
 
 Week 10—End with a Flourish
 
• Sometimes players stop trying hard near the end of the season. If 
they are tired, it is harder to give their best.
 
• Try to have your team End with a Flourish. That means playing with 
as much enthusiasm and effort at the end of the season as they did 
at the beginning.
 
• Some people stop learning at the end of a season, but your players 
can learn as much as they did at the start if they keep up their 
Teachable Spirit. 
 
• Ending with a Flourish is a way for your athletes to say “Thank you” 
to their teammates and the coaches and people who helped them 
this year.

 
2. Warm-up Activity:
 
3. Practice Goal Activity 1:
 
BREAK (2 minutes)

4.  Practice Goal Activity 2:
 
5. Conclusion Activity/Discussion:
 

Dismiss
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